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Games and Strategies



Situations are like games

One element of success in any situation is strategy

Strategy is my plan, conditional on your plan

(not just a plan)

Analyze situations as if they were games

In poker “play the person, not the cards”
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Features of every game

1. Pay-off matrix for each option

2. Game horizon (e.g. rounds/finite)

3. Extent of cooperation (incl. contracts)

4. Sequential or simultaneous moves

5. Strategy possibilities (e.g. set prices)
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What is equilibrium (≡m) in a game?

It’s one of these:

• game has ended

• players do not want to do any other moves

• players have reached a stalemate

Different strategies lead to different equilibria
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Common strategies

Dominant strategy:

I’m doing the best I can, no matter what you do

You’re doing the best you can, no matter what I do

Nash strategy:

I’m doing the best I can, given what you’re doing

You’re doing the best you can, given what I’m doing

Nash ≡m: We do not get our best outcome

(because we cannot coordinate)
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Pay-off matrix

Pay-off numbers are π ($ millions)

Pepsi

Advertise Not advertise

Coke
Advertise (10, 5) (15, 0)

Not advertise (6, 8) (10, 2)
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≡m from dominant strategy

Pepsi

Advertise Not advertise

Coke
Advertise (10, 5) (15, 0)

Not advertise (6, 8) (10, 2)

For this pay-off matrix, dominant strategy gives ≡m

Dominant strategy: firm is doing best it can,

regardless of what other firm does (and vice versa)
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≡m not from dominant strategy

Pepsi

Advertise Not advertise

Coke
Advertise (10, 5) (10, 10)

Not advertise (6, 8) (20, 2)

For this pay-off matrix, dominant strategy does not

give ≡m

Optimal decision of Coke depends on what Pepsi

does
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≡m from Nash strategy is not optimal

Pepsi

Advertise Not advertise

Coke
Advertise (5, 5) (1, 6)

Not advertise (6, 1) (3, 3)

For this pay-off matrix, Nash strategy gives ≡m

If Pepsi ads→coke no and if Pepsi no→coke no: so coke no.

If coke no→Pepsi no; or, Pepsi must no ad→coke will no ad

So (3,3) not (5,5)
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Other common strategies

Maximin strategy: Maximize the minimum gain

(reduces risk)

Tit-for-tat strategy: Do unto others as they just

did to you (reduces bargaining costs)

Random strategy: Choose with coin-toss at last

minute (reduces planning costs)
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≡m from maximin strategy

Pepsi

Advertise Not advertise

Coke
Advertise (0, 0) (-10, 10)

Not advertise (-100, 0) (20, 10)

Nash strategy gives (20,10) ≡m

Coke worries that Pepsi is irrational/ignorant and

might advertise; Coke does not want to risk (-100,0)

Maximin strategy: Maximize the minimum gain
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Tit-for-tat strategy

Repeated-game strategy: each firm responds in kind

to opponent’s previous move

• Cooperate with cooperative firms

• Retaliate against uncooperative firms

Tit-for-tat strategy:

• optimal if benefits of cooperation outweigh

benefits of undercutting

• unravels if game is finite (undercutting is

optimal in last round)
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Random strategy

Random strategy: choose at last minute with

coin-toss

• Eliminates ability of other firms to predict your

decision

• Reduces planning costs
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What should goalkeeper do?
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Goalkeeper strategy

• If always dive left, kicker will go right

• If always dive right, kicker will go left

Random strategy: dive at last minute, either way

What goalkeepers sort of actually somewhat do
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Meta-strategy: Simplify game

Many situations are too complicated

Simplify game by providing information to others:

• Pre-commit to big advertising campaign

• Build credibility by always advertising each year

• Threaten to advertise even more

Other firms must believe this information or their

options must change with this information
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Auctions



Auction market

Market in which products are bought and sold

through formal bidding processes

Auctions are used for:

• differentiated products

• unique items with no established market values

[Antiques, paintings, used cars, oil extraction rights]

Sellers want auction to maximize their revenue

Bidders want to pay low price with winning bid
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Advantages of auctions

Auctions:

• Are less time-consuming than one-on-one

bargaining

• Encourage competition among buyers

• Reduce transaction costs

• Increase market efficiency

Auction design matters
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Private value auctions

Private value means different value across buyers

English oral auctions and second-price sealed-bid

auctions generate nearly identical outcomes

In English auction, dominant strategy is:

• Keep bidding until second person no longer bids

• Stop bidding when bid price reaches your

reservation price

Winning bid will approximately equal the reservation

price of second person
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Second-price sealed-bid auction

Bid for a service

Highest bidder wins, but pays second-highest price

Example:

• Auction of one piano lesson to 4 bidders

• They bid $10, $20, $30, and $40

• Winner is player who bids $40; she pays $30

All bidders should bid what they value the

good at
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Bid your willingness to pay

Proof 1: If you did not win, what should you do?

• Decrease bid? Not win again

• Increase bid a little? Still not win

• Increase bid a lot? Win but now paid too much

Proof 2: If you won, what should you do?

• Decrease bid a lot? Now not win

• Decrease bid a little? Still win but still pay

second price anyway

• Increase bid? Still win and still pay second price
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Second-price sealed-bid auction is best

Strategy-proof: do not worry about other guy

Honest: just write down how much you value the

good

Works with incomplete information: does not

matter if I do not know what other bidders are doing
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Example

Auction of one piano lesson to 4 bidders

Bids: α = $10 β = $20 γ = $30 τ = $40

Winner is τ who pays $30 for piano lesson

No point for τ to bid: $45 (pay $30); $35 (pay

$30); if $25 (now lose)

No point for β to bid: $25 (still lose); $35 (still

lose); if $45 (now won but pay $40!)
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Auction Design



Auction of radio waves for cellphones

In 2000s, European governments set up auctions for

cellphone companies to bid on radio waves

Auctions were designed differently in each country

Winning price

per cellphone

England $640

Italy $240

Austria $100

Switzerland $20
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Design of auction matters

Auction sellers want to maximize revenue from sale

of item

Auction bidders want no other bidders to participate

or to bid high in auction

Problems for sellers:

• Bad behavior by bidders

• Poor auction design by seller
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1. Collusion by bidders

Bidders can use early stages of auction to signal to

other bidders

• In 1999, spectrum wave bids by German

company Mannesman were clearly ”structured”

so US company T-Mobil would ”understand”

how to bid

• Each company would get part of the spectrum

they wanted with low bid

Illegal but hard to prosecute
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2. Deterring other bidders

Bidder can use one auction to ward off bidders in

another auction

• In 1996, U.S. West wanted spectrum waves in

Minnesota; so it bid high for spectrum waves in

competitors state

Bidder can signal they know most about common

value

Outside bidders more worried about winner’s curse
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3. Raising bid cost to other bidders

Make bidding expensive to other bidders

• British TV companies submit bids for each

region; one company figured out it was only

one who knew region X, so it bid low (no one

else bid)

Bidders can acquire stake in auction lot

• In 1999, BSkyB TV bid for Manchester United;

this signalled BSkyB would bid for TV rights to

Premiership (getting revenues from both)
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Poor auction design

Fail to set a reserve price:

• Must set a reserve price; this limits bad

behavior

Fail to charge bidders who default:

• Bidder may make high bid then decide not to

buy; forcing second place bidder to pay more
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Strong design features

Clarify rules of bidding

Round numbers

Pre-bidding information sessions

Sealed-bid auctions (harder for bidders to collude or

threaten)

Hybrid designs: start with Anglo-Dutch auction;

when two bidders left, switch to sealed-bid
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Auctions are tricky

Auctions are useful way to sell when:

• Appropriate price is unknown

• Item is scarce relative to buyer demand

Perhaps surprisingly, strategic bidders compensate

for rule changes such that many standard auctions

are ”revenue equivalent”

Game theory analysis of auctions assumes bidders

are sophisticated and strategic: mixed evidence!
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Any Questions?
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